ERASE CERTIFICATE

Date: May 11, 2020
Time: 02:34

Disk Erase
Attributes
- Erase Method: US DoD 5220.22-M, 3 passes
- Verification: 10%
- Use Fingerprint: No
- Initialize Disk: No

Disk Information
- Name: PhysicalDrive1
- Product Name: WDC WUH721414ALE6L4
- Serial Number: Z2H2VXGT
- Platform Name: \\.\PhysicalDrive1
- Size: 12.7 TB
- Total Sectors: 27,344,764,928
- Bytes per Sector: 512

Results
- Erase Range: Whole disk
- Name: Erasing PhysicalDrive1
- Started at: 08/05/2020 12:47:41
- Duration: 2d 13:47:06
- Errors: No Errors
- Result: Erased
- Erase Passes
  - Pass 1 (0x000000000000) - OK
  - Pass 2 (0xFFFFFFFFFFFFF4) - OK
  - Pass 3 (Random) - OK
- Verification - passed OK

System Information
- OS: Windows 10 Professional 64-bit
- Type: x64 (AMD or Intel)

Hardware Information
- Manufacturer: System manufacturer
- Description: AT/AT COMPATIBLE
- Logical Processors: 8
- Memory: 15.8 GB

Name: System Product Name
- System: x64-based PC
- Physical Processors: 1